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in that case, i still have a question for adobe. 'concentrating' means investing in your product, right? so
you intend to invest in your product from now on, but on the other hand, this will impact your sales. we all
know that internet is always the biggest marketplace so if you guys keep only working on your product,
where will the profits come from? where will the talents come from to update your product? it has always
been you all that decided how your product functions. so how come you are switching direction here now
and start to worry about "concentrating" on win 7 instead of win 8.1? if you follow the news about the
mobile industry you will see that this is not the first time adobe is making such a decision. with every new
version of their software, they ditch support for an older operating system and only support the latest
one. is it any secret? they are willing to make a move similar to this because they want your money not
because they want a more stable platform to develop for, because like this you just fall in their trap. it is
just amazing that they are arrogant enough to think that you will not be able to do anything to stop them
from cheating you. this was the real reason that i had to stop using their product. i am actually
considering to write a letter to them to let them know how angry i am. but i am not sure if i will be able to
put up with them cheating me this way. i am really out of patience and adobe has done it over and over
again. it is unbelievable how many times i give them money to solve this problem and they never do. i
was looking for an alternative. i was looking for a way to continue using cs3 and as i like to tinker around
with the software, i stumbled upon your excellent tutorial videos. i really enjoyed watching all of them
which made me curious to continue using the software. i read the user reviews on youtube and most of
them stated how efficient the software was and how they liked to use it. there were hardly any reviews
stating the opposite. i watched some of the tutorials and i did not get the feeling that adobe does not care
about their users. we all got used to the software after using it for a while and the majority of the users
enjoyed it. i still do and i will continue using it and so will hundreds of others. i do not want to downgrade
as i am a perfectionist. i really hope that i can continue using cs3. to help you out, i decided to share with
you my system specifications:
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